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In 1969, Meir and Keeler [29] obtained a remarkable generalization of 
the Banach contraction principle. Since then, there have appeared a 
number of generalizations of their result. In 1981, the second author and 
Bae [33] extended the Meir-Keeler theorem to two commuting maps by 
adopting Jungck’s method. This influenced many authors, and, conse- 
quently, a number of new results in this line followed. Recent works of 
Sessa and others [46,47] contain common fixed point theorems of four 
maps satisfying certain contractive type conditions. 
In the present paper, we give a new result which encompasses most of 
such generalizations of the Meir-Keeler theorem. Further our result also 
includes many other generalizations of the Banach contraction principle. 
Some authors have obtained their results on 2-metric spaces. However, 
2-metric versions are easily obtained from metric ones by an obvious 
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modification. Therefore, for simplicity, we have confined this work to 
metric spaces. 
Previous to this paper, Meir-Keeier type conditions have required con- 
tinuity of the maps involved. In our theorem we remove this restriction. We 
also replace the condition of commutativity, or weakly commutative, by a 
weaker condition called compatible. As a consequence, our theorem is the 
most general fixed point result of its type and includes over 50 theorems in 
the literature as special cases. 
Let (X, d) be a metric space, and A and S selfmaps of X. A and S are 
said to be weakly commuting at a point x if d(ASx, SAX) < d(Sx, Ax). This 
property was first defined by Sessa [45] and is strictly weaker than the 
condition that A and S commute at x. A property weaker than that of 
weakly commuting is compatibility [20] or preorbitally commuting [54]. 
Two maps A and S compatible if, whenever there is a sequence {xn} c X 
satisfying lim Ax, = lim Sx,, = u, then lim d( SAX,, ASx,,) = 0. Every weakly 
commuting map is compatible, but there are examples to show that the 
converse is false. 
Our main result is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space, and S, T selfmaps of 
X with S or T continuous. Suppose there exists a sequence { Ai} of selfmaps 
of X satisfying 
(i) either Ai: X-+ SXn TXfor each i, or 
(i’) S, T: X+ ni A,X, 
(ii) each Ai is compatible with S and T, 
(iii) each Ai weakly commutes with S at each point 5 for which 
Ait = St and each Ai weakly commutes with T at each point n for which 
Ain = Tn, and 
(iv) for any E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that, for each x, y E X, 
where 
&<Mii(x, y)<~+6 implies d(A,x, A,y)<&, 
Mq(X, Y) =max{d(Sx, TY), 4% Aix), d(T’, AjYL Cd(sx, AjY) 
+ 4% A;W2}. 
Then all the A,, S, and T have a unique common fixed point. 
For any X,,E X, in case (i) choose sequences {x,} and {y,} as follows: 
y,=Sx,=A,x,, y,=Tx,=A,x, ,..., 
Y~,,-I=SX~~-I=A~,, 1~2,t~2,~2,1=Txzn=Ar,xz,,~ ,r.... 
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For case (i’) choose {x,,} and {y,} as follows: 
y, =A,x, =sx(), ,v2 = A,x, = TX,, . . . . 
~2n~,=A2,~,~2n-,=Sx~n~2, y2,,x2n = TX,,- ,, . . . . 
Define d, = d( y,, yn + , ). 
LEMMA 1. r = inf,, d,, = 0. 
Proof Assume (i) and assume r > 0. From (iv), 
dzn=d(yzm Y*n+1)=d(A*,xz,-,,A2,+1xz,) 
<A4 2n,2n+~(~2n-..,~~2n)=d2n-1. 
Similarly d,, + 1 < d,, , and {d,} is monotone decreasing. 
There exists a 6 > 0 such that (iv) is true for E = r > 0. Choose N so that 
IZ 2 N implies r 6d, < r + 6. We may assume that n is odd. Since 
A4 2n,Zn+ 1(XZn- 13 x2,J=d2,-.,, r<d2,-, < r + 6. From (iv) this implies that 
a contradiction. Therefore r = 0. 
The proof using (i’) is similar. 
LEMMA 2. rf there exists a point p such that Ai< = St = Tg =p for each 
i, and each Ai weakly commutes with S and T at [, then p is the unique 
common fixed point of the Ai, S, and T. 
Proof. Suppose Sp #p. Since each A i and S weakly commute at r, 
d(A,SS, SA,5) < d(S5, Ait) = 0, and A,St = SA,[. From (iv), 
d(SP, P)=d(SA,S,A,5)=d(AiS5,A,j5)<M,(S5, t)=d(Sp, p), 
a contradiction. Therefore Sp = p. 
Suppose Tp #p. Since each Ai weakly commutes with T at <, 
d(AiT5, TAi5) < d( Tg, Ai<) = 0, A;T< = TAi<. From (iv), 
d(P, TP)=d(A;t, TA,5)=d(A;5,AjTr)<M,(5, Tt)=d(p, TP), 
a contradiction. 
Therefore Tp =p and Aip = AiS< = Sp =p, and p is a common fixed 
point of the A i, S, and T. 
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Suppose that q is another common fixed point of the Ai, S, and T. If 
p # q, then, from (iv), 
d(P3 4) = d(AiP9 Ajq) < Mij(P9 4) = 4P, 413 
a contradiction. 
Proof of the Theorem. Let x0 E X and choose {xn> and {y,,} as in (i). 
By Lemma 1, r=O. 
Suppose that dz, _ r = 0 for some n > 0. Then y,,- r = y,,. Suppose that 
Y~,+Y~~+~. Then M2n,2n+l(~2n-1T xZn) # 0, which implies, by the proof of 
Lemma 1, that d,, < d,,_ r, a contradiction. Therefore d,, = 0, and hence 
dk = 0 for all k 3 2n - 1 and ( y,} is Cauchy. 
Similarly, the assumption that dzn = 0 for some n > 0 implies that dk = 0 
all k > 2n and, again, ( yn} is Cauchy. 
Suppose d,, # 0 for any n. By Lemma 1, {d,} monotone decreases to 
zero. We wish to show that { yn} is Cauchy. Suppose not. Then there exists 
an E > 0 and a subsequence {y,,} of {y,} such that d(y,,, y,,,,) > 2~. 
From (iv), there exists a 6 satisfying 0~6 <E for which (iv) holds. 
Since lim d(yn, y, + ,) = 0, there exists an N such that m > N implies 
4ym ym+, ) < 6/6. Let II~ 3 A? We now show that there exists an integer j
satisfying ni <j < ni+ , such that 
First of all, there exist values of j such that d(y,, y,) 2 E + 6/3. For 
example, choose j = ni + , . For suppose that d(y,, y,, , ~ ,) < E + 6/3. Then 
d(y,, yn,+,Kdd(yn,~ yn,+,-d+d(yn,+,-,I Y,,,,) 
< E + 613 + 616 < 2.5, 
a contradiction. The inequality is also true for j = n,, r - 1. There are also 
values of j such that d( y,, y,) < E + 6/3. For example, choose j = ni + 1 or 
j= ni + 2. Without loss of generality we may assume that ni is odd. Pick j 
to be the smallest even integer such that j > n, and d( y,,, y,) > E + 6/3. Then 
d(Y,,,, Yj-2)<E+6/3 and 
d(Yn,, Yj)bd(Yn,, Yj-2)+4Yj-2, Yj-I)+d(Yj-,r Y,) 
$ E f 613 -I- 616 -I- 616 = E + 2613, 
409,146,2X13 
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and (*) is established. Note that 
E -=c F + 6/3 d d(yn,, yj) 
From the choice of j, d( y,,, y,) = li(Sx,,$, TX, + ,) < E + 26/3, d(y,, y,,,+ ,) < 
b/6 d(yi, Y, + 1) < 6/k and 
Cd(y,,, vi+ ,)+d(y,> yn,+ ,)I/2 
6 [Id(Yn,, Y,)+d(Y,, Yj+,)+d(Yj, Yn,)+d(Ynz, Y,,+i)I/2 
< E -+- 2613 + 616 < E + 6. 
Therefore, from (iv), we have d(A.,+ , x,~,, A,, , xi) = d(yn,+ ,, yj+ ,) <E. 
However, 
d(y,,, yjdd(y,,> y,z<+,)+d(yn,+,, y,+J+d(y,+,, Y,) 
< 616 + E + 616 = E + 613, 
contradicting (*). Therefore, { y, > is Cauchy. 
Since (X, d) is complete, there exists a 5 E X such that lim y, = 5. Thus 
lim Sx,, ~, = 5 and lim TX,, = 5. Since lim TX,, = 5, lim AZ,,xZn 1 = 5. 
Assume that S is continuous. Then lim SA2,xz,_ , = St; 
since AZ,, and S are compatible. Therefore lim A,,Sx,, l = St. 
Suppose r # St. lim M2n,Zn ,(Sx,, ~ ], x1,, ,) = d(S<, 5). Choose E = 
d(S<, r)/2. Then there exists a positive integer N, such that, for all n > N,, 
i.e., 
Since lim d( A2,,Sxzn , , A,, , xzn *) = d(St, 0, there exists an integer 
N, > N, such that, for all n 2 N2, 
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i.e., using (iv), 
-&/2+d(Sr,5)<d(A2,Sx,-,,A,,~,x,,-,)<&=d(S5, i”n 
which implies d(St, 5) < E, a contradiction. 
Suppose Ai< # r for some integer i. lim M&c, xznP ,) = n(?j, Air). 
Choose E = d(t, A,5)/2. Then there exists a positive integer N, such that, 
for all IZ > N, , 
i.e., 
E=d(5, A,r)-&<Mi,2,(r,XZn--I)<&+d(AiS, 5). 
Since lim d(A& AZnxznP ]) = d(AJ, t), there exists an integer N, > N, 
such that, for all n 3 N,, 
V(Ai5, AkGn-1 )-d(Ail, 511 <E/2; 
i.e., using (iv), 
which implies d(A,r, 0 < E, a contradiction. Therefore Ait = 5 for each 
integer i. 
Using (i) there exists a point w E X such that Ait = Tw = 4. 
Suppose there exists an integer j such that Aiw # 4. Then M,(& w) = 
d(5, Ajw). From (iv), 
a contradiction. Thus Ajw = ?j for each j. From (iii) Aj and T weakly 
commute at w so that d(A, Tw, TA,w) < d( Tw, A, w) = 0. Therefore T( = 
TA,w = A,Tw = Aj( = c. By Lemma 2, the Ai, S, and T have a unique 
common fixed point. 
The proof, assuming the continuity of T, is similar, as are the cases under 
which (i’) is satisfied. 
Since 1969 a number of extensions of the Meir-Keeler result have 
appeared. Most of them are consequences of our Theorem 1. We list some 
of them. 
1. The necessity part of Theorem 3 of [47] is a special case of 
Theorem 1, with conditions (ii) and (iii) replaced by the weak com- 
mutativity of the Ai with S and T, and (iv) replaced with 
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wheref: R+ + Rt which is nondecreasing and upper semicontinuous and 
satisfies f(t) < t for each t > 0. 
Since Theorem 1 includes the above result, it also includes the corres- 
ponding theorems in Chang [4]; Fisher [l&12]; Hadjic [14]; Khan and 
Imdad [25]; Khan and Fisher [26]; Kubiak [27]; Sessa et al. [46]; Singh 
[49]; Singh and Singh [SO]; Singh and Tiwari [Sl]; and Yeh [57, 581. 
The sufficiency part of Theorem 3 of [47] is trivial. 
2. Theorem 1 includes the result of Kaneko [21], where each Ai =f; 
S=g; T= k; f commutes with g and k; J g, k are continuous; and (iv) is 
replaced by d(fx, Sy) 6 hd( gx, ky), 0 < h < 1. 
It also includes Mukherjee [30], with each Ai=g, S= T=f, f is 
continuous and commutes with g, and (iv) is replaced by 
4g4 gL’)6u,d(gx,fx)+u*d(gy,fy)+a,~(gx,fy) 
+ 44m fx) + %WX, .fYL 
where a,aO, C:=, ai< 1. 
By interchanging x and y in the above definition and then adding, one 
obtains 
4gx3 g.Y) Q A(4gx, .6x) + Q!.!J, fv)) + B(4gx, fv) 
+ 4 g.Yv .fx)) + Wfx, .fj, )3 
where A = (a, + u,)/2, B= (a3 + u,)/2, and C= u5. Thus 2A + 2B+ C= 
k < 1, and this inequality in turn implies 
which is included in (iv). 
Also included is Theorem 2 of Som and Mukherjee [52], where each 
A i = g, S = T =f, f is continuous and commutes with g, and (iv) is replaced 
with 
where O<u<l, v+6<1, v>O, 6~0. 
If one replaces each of the distances in the above inequality with the 
maximum of three distances, then we obtain 
4 gx, kv) d a max { 4.k sxX d( Y, gy ), 4.h .fY) >, 
which is included in (iv). 
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3. With S= T= I,, conditions (i)-(iii) are automatically satisfied. 
Theorem 1 then contains a number of fixed point theorems for families of 
maps, for example, Chatterji [7], with A, =fO, Aj =f,, and (iv) replaced by 
n= 1, 2, . ..) o<q< 1. 
For Jaiswal and Singh [ 191, take Ai = f,, A, = fn, and replace (iv) with 
4frnX?f,Y)~wG Y)+BCd(x,f,x)+d(y,f,y)l 
+ YC4XT f,Y) + 4y, fmx)l, 
u,p,y>o, cr+2fi+2y<1. 
The above inequality reduces to that of Chatterji with q = a+ 28 + 2~. 
Theorem 1 also includes Theorem 20 of Rhoades [41], and therefore 
includes Theorem 1 of Chang [4], Theorem 1 of Chatterjea [S], 
Theorem 1 of Hussian and Sehgal [16], Theorem 1 of Iseki [18], and 
Theorem 1 of Ray [38]. 
4. With S = T= 1, and the sequence { Ai} replaced by two maps f 
and g, Theorem 1 includes a number of results for pairs of maps. 
In Bajaj [I], (iv) is replaced with 
d(Sx, Ty)<cc 
4x, SxMx, 0) + d2(x, y) + 4x, Sx)d(x, y) 
4% Sx) + 4% J?) + 4x, 0) 1 
for each x, y E X such that the denominator does not vanish, 0 < u < 1. 
The above inequality clearly implies 
d(Sx, Ty) <a max{d(x, Sx), d(x, y)} 
In Fisher [9] (iv) is replaced with 
d(sx Ty) < c id@, Sx))* + (4~ W)* 9 . 
0, Sx) + 4.~ T.-v) ’ 
O<c<l, 
provided d(x, Sx) + d( y, Ty) # 0, and d(x, Sx) + d( y, Ty) = 0 implies 
d(Sx, Ty) = 0. 
For d(x, Sx) + d(y, 7”) # 0 the above inequality implies 
4Sx, TY) G c max{W, Sx), KY, T’.)}, 
which remains valid when d(x, Sx) + d( y, Ty) = 0. 
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In Proposition 1 of Rao [37], (iv) is replaced with 
d(T,x, Tz,v)bk,d(x, T,x)+k,d(y, T,r’)Sk,d(x, T,y) 
+ k,d(,r, T, x) + k,d(x, y), 
k,>O, k,+k,+2k,+2k,+k5<1. 
The above inequality implies 
~(T~x,T~~)6(k,+k~)max{~(x,T,x),~(y,T,y)} 
+ W, + k,)C4x, T, Y) + 0, 7-,x)1/2 +k,d(x, VI 
9 max{dk T,x), 4y, GY), [4x, T,Y) 
+ 4~3 T, x)1/2,4x, Y,}, (1) 
where q = k, + k, + 2(k, + k4) + k,. 
In Theorem 1 of Reilly [40] (iv) is replaced with 
m--x> .kYY) G 4x2 Y) + bC44 .tT) + 4Y, gy)l + 44% iv) + 4x fx)l, 
where a, b, c E R and satisfy a + 2c < 1, b + c < 1, c > 0, 0 6 (a + b + c)/ 
(1 -b-c)< 1. 
Note that (a+ b + c)/(l -b-c) < 1 implies a+ 26 + 2c < 1, and the 
contractive definition implies 
4.h gv) <k max{4x, fx) + 4x gy)l/L [4x, gy) + 4x fx)lP)~ (2) 
where k = a + 2b + 2c. Equation (2) is a special case of (1). 
In Rus [43], (iv) is replaced with 
4.fk gy) 6 CQG? Y) + PC4G .fix) + 4Y> ‘w)l + YCO, $v) + KY, fx)lt 
where CC, 8, y > 0, u + 28 + 2y < 1, which is included in (2). 
In Pachpatte [31], (iv) is replaced with 
d(Sx, Ty)<qmax 4x3 SxMx, TY) U’(Y> TYMY, sx) 
4x, Ty) + 4y, Sx)’ 4x3 TY) + 4y, sx) 1 
for all x, y such that d(x, Ty) + d(y, Sx) #O, 0 <q < 1. The above 
inequality implies 
4Sx, Ty)Gqmax{4x, Sx), 4y, TY)) 
Gqmax{4x, Sx),d(y, TY), Cd(x, Ty)+d(y, Sx)lP 
which is also valid for d(x, Ty) + d( y, Sx) = 0 and is included in ( 1). 
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In Sharma and Bajaj [48], (iv) is replaced with 
d(Sx, Ty) 6 B 
4% Sx)d(x, TY) + KY, Sx)d(y, TY) 
d(x, Sx) + d(x, Ty) 
for all x, y such that d(x, Sx) + d(x, TV) # 0 and 0 < /I < i. 
For all x, y such that d(x, Sx) + d(x, 7”) #O, the above inequality 
implies that 
d2(Sx, TY) G Lvd(x, Sx)d(x, TY) + KY, SXMJ, Q)l 
d 28 max{d(x, Sx), d(y, Ty)}Cd(x, TY) + d(y, S-x)1/2 
6 28 max{d(x, Sx)Cd(x, TY) + d(y, sx)l/Z d(y, Ty)Cd(s, TY) 
+ 4Y, Sx)lP 1 
d 28 max{d*(x, Sx), d2(y, 01, [4x, Ty) + d(y, Sx)l*P}, 
which implies that S and T satisfy (1) with q = a. 
Definition (1) is definition (146) of [41]. Therefore Theorem 14 of [41] 
is also a special case of Theorem 1. Other included results are Sehgal [44] 
and Srivastava and Gupta [53]. 
5. With S = T = 1~) Theorem 1 provides a more general Meir-Keeler 
type theorem for a pair of maps f and g, since the restriction of continuity 
of f and g has now been removed. Thus our theorem generalizes our 
previous Theorem 2 in [35], as well as the corresponding Meir-Keeler 
type results in Ganguly [13], Hwang [17], Pant [32], Park and Bae 
[33], Park and Moon [34], Rhoades [41], and Yen and Chung [57]. 
6. With S = T = 1,~ and each A ; = T, Theorem 1 includes a number of 
results for single maps. For those of Meir-Keeler type Theorem 1 includes 
Meir and Keeler [29], Maiti and Pal [28], and Rao and Rao [36]. 
7. For single maps our Meir-Keeler theorem reduces to a generaliza- 
tion of (21) of [41]. Therefore it also includes the corresponding theorems 
in Chatterjea [6], Ciric [S], Hardy and Rogers [15], Kannan [22], Khan 
[23], Reich [39], and Zamlirescu [SSJ. 
8. Condition (iv) is implied by contractive conditions given by a 
gauge function and thus includes results of Boyd and Wong [2], Browder 
[3], and Khan and Imdad [24]. 
9. For a non-complete metric space, the following version of 
Theorem 1 is true, with essentially the same proof. 
THEOREM 1’. Let (X, d) be a metric space, with S, T, and {Ai} the same 
as in Theorem 1 and satisfying (i) or (i’), (ii), (iii), and (iv). If, in addition, 
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the sequence {y,} h as a convergent subsequence, then the conclusions of 
Theorem 1 are true. 
By interchanging the roles of S and T with Ai and Aj in Theorems 1 and 
1’ we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 2. In Theorems 1 and 1 ‘, (iv) can be replaced by the following, 
without affecting the conclusions: 
(iv’) For each E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
~<Mi,(x, Y)<E+~ implies d(Sx, TY)<E, 
where 
M:,(x, y)=max{d(A,x, A,y), d(A;x, SX), d(A,y, TY), 
Cd(A,x, TY) + d(A, y, Sx)]/2}. 
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